NEW AultWall Oversize Straight Face Segmental Retaining Wall System

Reading Rock is excited to introduce a new straight face shape to our AultWall series. This new oversize solid unit offers another level of versatility within the line, while the ease of installation with no pins or mortar remains the same. The cap also offers the ability to be moved front to back to create reveal, versus in other walls where it is predetermined.

Features
- Solid unit requiring no core fill
- A continuous rear lip allows for built-in set back (no pins) and shear tab
- Can easily accommodate soil reinforcement using geogrid
- May be used to build gravity walls up to 4’ 6” total wall height, excluding the cap
- May be used for:
  - Steps
  - Terraced Walls
  - Corners
  - Garden Walls
  - Curved Walls
  - Reinforced Walls
  - Planters
  - Straight Walls
  - Flower Beds
  - Raised Patios
  - Raised Gardens

Specifications
- Set back - 10º
- Minimum inside radius - 8’
- Minimum outside radius - 4’
- 0.71 SF per unit

Shapes

Colours
- Hickory

www.readingrock.com